
Mini- basketball
Mini- basketball is a game for boys 
and girls who are eleven years or 
under in the year the competition 
begins.

Mini- basketball is played by 2 teams 
of 5 players each. The aim of each 
team is to score in the opponents’ 
basket and to prevent the other 
team from scoring.

Court dimensions
The playing court has a flat, hard 
surface free from obstructions.

The dimensions of the courts may 
vary to account for local facilities. 
The standard size is 28m long and 
15m wide.

It can be scaled down in size, 
providing the variations are in the 
same proportions from 26m x 14m 
to 12m x 7m.

Note: It is important that the free 
throw line is 4m to the backboard.
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3x3 basketball
A new form of the game called 3x3, 
also known as street basketball, is 
played three a side on one hoop. It 
is the largest urban team sport of 
the world. This basketball discipline 
is currently being promoted and 
structured by FIBA the sport’s world 
governing body.

The main rules of 3x3 are as follows:

• One basket on one half-court.
• 2 teams of 3 players and up to 

one substitute per team.
• 12 seconds shot clock.
• 1st team to reach 21 points or best 

after 10 minutes wins.

Playing court
A regular 3x3 court playing surface 
is 15m wide x 11m long.

The court has a regular basketball 
playing court sized zone, including 
a free throw line (5.80m), a two 
point line (6.75m) and a “no-charge 
semi-circle” area underneath the 
one basket. 

Half a traditional basketball court 
may be used.

Bocce bowls
Bocce court dimensions

Overall dimensions
Bocce is played on a variety of 
surfaces such as carpet, crushed 
stone, dirt, oyster shells, clay, and 
most recently synthetic carpets and 
poured liquid creating a smooth, 
extremely fast surface.

Areas of the court
A regulation court is a maximum 
4m wide and a maximum 26.5m 
long.

Regulation bocce courts have a 
raised barrier around the edge of 
the rectangle. This measures to a 
maximum of 20cm high.
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